AUTHORSHIP CHANGE FORM

For all authorship changes, Balkan Medical Journal requires a written correspondence signed by all authors (including the author(s) being added or removed from the paper), openly stating the new author list and the reason for the change.

Below is a letter you may use as a template. The completed letter should be returned via e-mail to info@balkanmedicaljournal.org or via fax to +90 212 589 00 94.

DATE: __________________________

MANUSCRIPT NUMBER: ____________________________________________________________

MANUSCRIPT TITLE: ________________________________________________________________

REASON FOR THE CHANGE: _________________________________________________________

AUTHOR(S) ADDED/REMOVED: ______________________________________________________

(If adding an author(s), the new author(s) must sign; if removing an author(s), the removed author(s) must sign.)

Dear Editor:

We, the undersigned authors agree to the authorship change to our manuscript, as listed above.

Sincerely,

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Author signature ________________________ Author name ______________________________________

Please note that when an author is added, the new author must also complete and return a copyright transfer form.